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About This Game

Cosmo's Cosmic Adventure is an exciting journey across a forbidden planet full of dangers and surprises. Can he save his
parents before they're lightly seasoned and devoured?

Cosmo is a lovable extra-terrestrial with a special ability: He has hands that work like suction cups! He can cling to walls, ledges,
and all sorts of things. Using his suction hands, Cosmo is able to avoid dangers, scale cliffs and get to places other aliens can't

reach.

Features

Creature Closet: Over 20 unique and surprising creatures.

Superstar: Cosmo has many tricks, such as scaling walls with his suction hands.

Size and Simplicity: Massive but easy-to-explore levels.

Save Your Game: Game saves, built-in hints, and much, much more.

Controller Support: Partial Xbox 360 Controller support.
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Publisher:
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A very enjoyable puzzle game.
The graphics are charming and suit it perfectly.
Puzzles are challenging but not unreasonably hard. (Currently have gold on all available levels)
A must buy for puzzle lovers, especially for the price they want.
Waiting eagerly for the upcoming levels.. The DBZ XV game itself is pretty good, but the DLC content is severely limited and
minimal. For the cost there shoud be a lot more than 3 characters, 3 PQs, 3 time patrols and 2 crappy mentors for a release.
There is around 30min of content or less. I compare this to Borerlands 2 DLC packs where there are hours and tons of content.
This DLC is disappointing, we were told there would be a lot more per pack and there isn't. Maybe if they put the entire GT
series in one pack. Don't buy it unless it's on sale.

It's a GT themed release an the 2 new mentors are Yamcha an Tien, those should have been in the main release, should have
Gogeta, one of the Shenrons, Baby, SSJ4 Goku\/Vegeta, Trunks GT, even Pan as mentors.. as always very cool game we have
played a bunch of there escape room games and all have been challenging
and fun would recomed for both VR and pc users. thanks for another grate game hope there will be DLC. This a nice game for
all puzzle lovers. It has a fair mixture of complexity that will force you to think of different approaches to reach the goal and
although the player might die it is fast and easy to get back to the last level.

It reminds me of a 2D version of Portal and a retro game called "Logical puzzle".. One of the worst racing games I've ever
played.. Standard tower defence game, good mechanics and just so cute pew pewing the kitties. I grew up with a forest for my
backyard. In this forest there were elaborate bike trails, pre-US civil war graves, voodoo ritual areas that had seen periodic use,
an abandoned but still functioning liquor distillery, and a makeshift bomb shelter. Also animals that would frequently engage in
tank combat.

I feel kind of ripped off by this forest not living up to the billing of "crazy" that I grew up with.. Ok little RPG horror mystery
game. The only complaint I have is the awful camera angle and there appears to be no way to change it to something that makes
it easier to see whats in front of you. Recommended while on sale as it has trading cards.. Was funny for about 3 minutes. Have
now seen all it has on offer. Will not play again. Wonky controls was not funny, just made it frustrating.. Old... old... still fun.
6/10
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No cheap jump scares but very well made terror, gnawing away at your mind. Constantly intensifying and never letting you
relax. The atmosphere and style is quite absorbing. So that you can't tell for how long you've been in there. The playstyle builts
quite a bit of suspense and kept me on the edge of my seat, as far as that is possible whilst standing.

Only thing that bothered me were the very few introductory elements in the beginning, which on the other hand helped to
actively play the game and not just letting the game guide you through.

The game is not strong in terms of story, but it definitely does what it's supposed to do: It scares the crap out of you.. Like this
kind of games. that is why i'm so critic with this genre. the DwarfCorp gives nothing more then other games, not graphics and
gameplay wise but still looks promising. after the last update, unfortunately the dwarfes not helping each others, every task done
by one dwarf. the miners are just hanging around while one of them working hard, the craftdwarfs not helping to build things,
just one guy running and doing things. this is disapointing as this issue was not up before the update. hope it gets fixed,
otherwise cannot recommend this game so far.... I liked it, the patch 1.1 surely did address some issues I had initially.
Nice game for anyone who has some extra time to spare.
Levels are not long and the game is really fast paced.
No boring respawn timers, no long tutorials.
Just hop in and start space blasting.
Decent game for this price.
. t is the far future, the year is 1999, and everything looks like a 1980s space anime; no, you're not tripping on mushrooms and
having a flashback to your childhood, you're playing Capsule Force.

Capsule Force is the hot new couch competitive multiplayer game that is going to look great in your library next to Samurai
Gunn, TowerFall, Nidhogg, and Hidden in Plain Sight.

Read my full review here: http://www.destructoid.com/review-capsule-force-306824.phtml. GAME COMPLETED. I owned
and played the original Nether

This game has:

Same gameplay.
Same graphics. (No plans to upgrade to UE4 or change graphics drastically)
New Devs.
Some optimization.
Some bugs fixed.
Promises of more bugs to be fixed.
Promises of further development and features.
Allegedly, an functional Anti-Cheat. (To be seen)

I always liked Nether before it went downhill with rampant cheating and development problems/lies.

These developers managed to keep WarZ / I:SS (Now Infestation: The New Z) running. (To my knowledge they do not have ties
to Sergey Titov & his merry group of "developers".)
Maybe they can keep this game running too.

Servers have players, for now.

Yes, I paid twice for the same game.

But it's dirt cheap, so I don't mind to give these developers a chance to keep the Nether alive.
Worst case scenario: I got bamboozled and it will be dead again soon, but nevertheless, I got to scratch that Nether itch for the
price of few beers in a bar.. Got this in the blood heroes bundle, really great bundle.

This reminds me the old pathway dungeons and dragons games like Dark Sun. Go Left or Go Right one way a goblin cuts your
head off the other you dress a shark. There is also hidden pathways to be unlocked.
Lot of fun with this game if you like dungeon crawlers, or if you use to read the Choose your Scare/Choose your Adventure
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books.

The art looks fantastic and each still can be admired by ticking a button during game that drops the text away. Nicely done.
The death scenes are also hidden awards as each counts toward multiple achievements.
Time to complete is dependent on the player, a speedrun taking me 4-5 minutes, or reading each scene and studying the pictures
to over an hour. Multiple endings, and very web based story patterns, every choice = new reaction.

tl;dr: If Unepic was a v/n. Great game.. Worst character pack so far. Mira is somehow balanced, but Iru is underpowered
untermensch.. Cool little VR movie, worth a look, especially with it being free.

Only negative comment I have is the end didn't quite feel like it was up to the same quality of the rest of it... whether that was
intentional to make it a little less disturbing or not IDK.. I bought this for the new wave version of Top Secret as it's a catchy
pop song that I love. The rest of the album is composed moody ambient music heard in the game. Though I enjoy the games
regular music it's worth noting they're shorter then most video game soundtrack titles (each is around 3 minutes).

As stated you can find this in the same place you find every single dlc soundtrack, the games steamapps\/common folder.
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